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Abstract   One of the goals of string physics is to discover an elegant principle that 
brings together the biggest and smallest in the universe. Hydrogen bonding strings 
∆H with length of 18.10-12mtr appear to be unique to perform this task because the 
energy of these strings can be stored as anti-energy in the vacuum of ice and as 
energy in the gas space of a water. It is shown that the energy of one ltr water (H2O) 
is assigned to ∆H+-capacitance and ∆H-current loops across the ice/gas interface igi 
of water. The energy in the loops is stored as 1moleH+-capacitance in the vacuum of 
ice as imaginary anti-energy, or as 1mole(H++OH-)gas buffer gas in imaginary gas 
space of water. The energy exchange ratio is 2.7ltr(H++OH-)gas per 0.018ltrH20ice, 
which yields a total conversion of 2.718ltr/ltr. Hence, conversion of the energy of 
1moleH2O follows a natural logarithmic principle with base number 2.718, caused 
by simultaneous dijection of ∆H+ and ∆H into 1ltr H2O. It is suggested that 
universal ∆H-bonding strings mediate the conversion of all matter because 
Avogrado's number is identical for all compounds, and conversion of all compounds 
follows the same natural logarithmic principle. The intrinsic conversion of energy in 
this imaginary energy loop is time independent, ∆t=0. ATP-powered proteins exploit 
biological membranes and double strand DNA (or 'closed' plasmid DNA) as 
imaginary ice/gas interface (hologram) to obtain a permanent notion of time (sec) 
while storing 40% of the ATP-energy in the natural resources and 60% as 
imaginary anti-energy in ice (60%). We conclude that the sensation of constant 
proceeding time is related to protein formation in the absence of gravity, and that 
the efficiency of burning oil is 40% at the expense of global ice (60%).       
 

Introduction   The energy of 1ltrH2O is 
carried by 1mole(H+OH) gas as real free 
electromagnetic capacitance1-4 in, by 
definition, 1/10th of a ltr (1cm2 by 1mtr, 
Maxwell). The equivalent of 10-7H+/ltr 
capacitance is 10-4(H+OH).10+4cm/cm3, which 
is 1mole(H+OH)/cm2. This volume of 0.1ltr 
per ltr is an imaginary volume. Water 

furthermore is subjected to a phase-shift upon freezing when the energy of the 
volume of 1mole(H+OH) gas disappears in 1.081ltr (60moleH20) ice as imaginary 
energy through a surface of 1cm2. The volume of the vacuum is 5.5mole (60-4.5+1). 
Thus, the real space of 1mole imaginary gas is also 1/10th of a liter (5.55/55.5). It 
shows that a real energy in an imaginary volume has an imaginary energy in a real 



volume as counterpart (Fermi). 1/60th of the water volume furthermore must 
disappear (60moleice/moleice is a tautology), when the energy of water is inverted to 
ice by phase shifting from mole/ltr to ltr/mole. This ice energy is 60x1.67x10-24 
ltr/molecule or 10-18ltr/C because Faraday's constant is 104C/mole in 1/10ltr. 1C 
furthermore is 6.25x1018 eVolt. 1C is 6.25x1018eV and the energy of a minimal ice 
quantum is therefore 10-34C (Joule) per 6.25eVolt.cm and this value is nothing else 
but Dirac's equivalent of Planck's constant for the energy of a volume quantum 
particle that has experienced a phase shift per mtr: 10-34Joule/2π.cm. This analysis 
shows that common quantum mechanics are present in daily life (as kind of 
anthropic principle). The extremely small potential energy volume-quanta 
furthermore suggest that a genome (or plasmid) has more than sufficient ice-volume 
to carry the hologram quantum-information of even the most complex biological 
creature when RNA is sent as current in ice to the genome. These data warn against 
any further anthropic molecular- and energetic intervention in the global imaginary 
ice-energy balance as is shown below.  

 
Hydrogen ions make up the majority of universal 
matter; on planet earth the protons mass is 
abundant due to its presence in water molecules. 
An intriguing aspect of this water is the property of 
hydrogen bonding, which is the supposed ability of 
a proton in a water molecule to jump over a 
distance of 18.10-12mtr (18picomtr). It is a supposed 
move because in fact the proton as charged particle 
can only move by definition in a closed circuit. And 
that won't do because there is no electrical circuit 
for the string to move in. The strings represent 
energy and this allows them to generate imaginary 
energy circuits as follows. Suppose a bonding 
string enters a H2O molecule as ∆H+-capacitance in 

the ice/gas interface igi of water, thus forcing a proton to move as positive 
capacitance away from the negative oxygen atom in the H2O molecule. It can't 
because the H2O molecule has 2 protons and there is no electrical circuit. Instead 
the bonding unit forces a proton to disappear as negative imaginary (or irrational) 
serial capacitance ∆H+/2 (fig.1). While doing so the energy is stored in the oxygen 
bonds in ice. Thus, it enlarges the vacuum space of ice while disappearing. It 
generates an imaginary negative electron capacitance-equivalent (in Coulomb) in 
vacuum in this model (fig.1). The next bonding unit is then assigned, by induction, 
to the neighbor of H2O as ∆H+/4 and so on till the infinite range, that is why it is an 
irrational or imaginary process, has reached the limit 1. Thus when the energy of all 
bonding strings in a given volume is assigned to the oxygen bonds then finally ∆H+ 
has reached is its real length because the limit of the infinite range 1/2+ 1/4+… is 1 
(Swineshead, fig.2a). Now we suppose that another bonding string enters an ice 
molecule in igi as electrical current in mtr/C. It forces a proton to move towards the 
oxygen, which does release the stored energy in the oxygen bond while the protons 
and oxygen become imaginary H+ and OH- buffer ions in the gas space of water. 



Water therefore is a mixture of ice and gas. It enters the first H2O molecule as real 
parallel ∆H/2 current, the second as ∆H/4 current etc. until finally the sum of all δH 
has become ∆H (fig.2a). We now have established a closed imaginary capacitance 
energy circuit (fig.2c), which is able to cause an enormous exchange of fluid across 
igi, 2.7ltrgas per mole H2Oice (fig.2b), while there is no volume change because the 
volume of vacuum plus ice and the volume of water plus gas are always identical in 
igi water, 60mole/ltr as will be shown below. This irrational energy circuit has the 
appearance of an RC-circuit. It is a closed energy circuit, generated across igi by 
simultaneous logarithmic dijection by identical solar bonding strings (fig.2c, ∆H+ 
and ∆H are identical).  Note that the 2 strings stay put in the circuit which means 
that they are not co-transported in the transfiguration of water to ice, and vice 
versa. These strings represent a phase-shift between current and capacitance.   
 
Results       The details of the imaginary energy cycle across the ice/gas interface igi 
of water as shown in fig.2c, are given in fig.3. The total volume of imaginary water 
involved in the energy loop is 1moleH2O, which means that every imaginary 
molecule in igi is associated with a real volume of 1.67x10-24ltrH2O (6molecules per 
irrational H2O-molecule in an electromagnetic volume of 1/10th of a ltr). The 
volume of ice is 1.081ltrice per ltr water, which means that one ltrice has a volume of 
1.081ltr and this volume is able to contain 60moleH2O per ltrice. Hence, the volume 
of igi is permanent 60mole/ltr in the conversion process. A string ∆H+ causes a 
dislocation (disappearance) of protons (fig.1) in 1/60th of this volume, the volume 
that is also supposed to contain 1mole imaginary ice. A total volume of 10-22ltrH+/ltr 
is converted to imaginary electronVolt capacitance (in Coulomb) in igi. This total 
imaginary capacitance has an equivalent value of 10-18CH+/ltr (fig.3). Not 
10-17CH+/ltr as predicted by Faraday's constant (105C/mole) because the buffer ions 
are generated in water as stable electromagnetic capacitance across an igi surface of 
1cm2 over a length of 1mtr (Maxwell), thus in a volume of 1/10th of a ltr. Thus when 
the imaginary capacitance explodes, at T=0°C, like γ-rays it generates an imaginary 
energy of 10x1.02x105Joule/ltr (1.02x106C, textbook). It restores the presence of the 
protons around the oxygen molecules upon melting. The energy is divided by a 
factor 3 because an oxygen molecule has 3 possible binding sites. It means that the 

imaginary capacitance is restored in 
igi as imaginary serial capacitance 
per mtr, divided by a factor 3, 
around the oxygen molecule. 1 
proton dislocates a water molecule 
over a distance of 1/18x10-12mtr 
(1/18th of a bonding distance). It 
yields an imaginary proton H+-
current of 10-12mtr per 0.333x10-

12C(H+) in igi of ice. Following a 
phase shift in igi this value, 
3x1C.mtr, converts to a final serial 
capacitance of 2x 30mC(H++OH-) 
per cm2.ltr in water because the 



serial capacitance is distributed as parallel current across the initial volume in igi. It 
yields a stable, serial imaginary buffer capacitance of 2x3.1023 ions H+ and OH- per 
ltr, distributed as gas in a volume of 1/10th of an ltr. The protons are injected into 
the fluid in series, and that means that a pH value of 7 will be measured when the 
imaginary buffer proton current is going to be measured. Measuring implies 
intervention, which causes a conversion (phase shift) from current to capacitance. 
Following such a phase shift a current of 107molecules/ltr becomes a capacitance of 
10-7mole/ltr when the protons get titrated with real buffer ions, or with real current 
(C/mtr.sec).     

 
Discussion    In the previous section is 
shown that a bonding string is able to cause 
an enormous ice/gas exchange in a volume 
of 1ltr water (fig.2b). One bonding string is 
able to converted 1moleH2O instantaneously 
into 2.7ltr gas at an exchange ratio of 150ltr 
gas per mole H2O (fig.4cd). That is why 
water between 0- and 100°C looks like a 
fluid while it is a mixture of ice and gas. 
Thus, the smallest, the string ∆H+, is 

replaced by the biggest, the change in volume. However, the volume igi by itself does 
not move, ∆H+/∆x=0. Changing and moving are different subjects as has been 
predicted before by Heracleitos, Zeno, Cusanus and Leibnitz1. It shows that the time 
to convert the world in fact is zero and that somehow suggest that our notion of time 
is artificial. Water is essential for to live in, which means that we, and every other 
biological activity, in principle interact with water as anthropic factor. The shown 
energy conversion picture changes dramatically when energy from outside is going 
to interact with water. Or when biology as an anthropic principle is going to interact 
with water. It is causing either cooling down or heating up the fluid. And it alters 
the bonding string activity because the strings represent the transport of energy 
across igi.    
 
Every volume change must be reported first as current to the surface (fig.'s 2,3) and 
this causes an increase of volume turnover to 150ltr buffer ions per bonding unit. 
The current flow of anti-energy in ice to the surface 3mtr/C, becomes time 
dependent, real energy of 30mC/cm2.sec after intervention, thus after a phase shift 
in igi (fig.3). The energy for example can cause sheer stress and Brownian motion of 
particles near the surface. This kinetic energy can be measured with a thermometer. 
The heat capacitance of water is 2/3 of the heat capacitance of ice (fig.3). Thus when 
heat becomes distributed above 0°C as 1Cal per °C, then below 0°C it becomes 
distributed as ½Cal per 3°C. However, the absolute minimum temperature is not 
-300°K, as maybe expected, but -273°K (300-1/10x(810/3), which is -273°K because 
the volume of a liter ice is 11/10th the volume of a ltr water. The design of the 
temperature scale by Celsius must have been an anthropic action avant la lettre. 
Boiling 1ltr water furthermore cost 81KCalx2/3x10Cal, which all together is 
540KCal. Because 1ltr water contains 2.105C(H++OH-)/ltr (1mole/ltr), it means that 



the turnover of water to vapor occurs in a ratio of 2.718Cal/C (the single mole 
included). It shows that the bonding string model also is valid for other mass 
transfigurations       
 

The energy of the sheer stress (Brownian motion) per 
unit length in the ice/gas interface is equivalent with 
an increase in energy ∆E. The heat capacitance ratio 
of ice/water is 3/2 (red symbols in fig.3), and ∆E 
generated by of the capacitive is 3mtr/C (30mC/cm2) 
per mole H2O (fig.3). The gas constant is 
22.414ltr/mole, hence the surface energy currents 
generated by the imaginary capacitance ∆H+ amounts 
to 8.3Joule/mtr (22.414/2.7ltr/C). The imaginary 

proton current can be measured can be measured when ATP-consuming enzymes 
short-circuit the imaginary current with a cation potential. The electrical potential 
equivalent of this value is -83mV.cm (fig.5) and this value is known as the resting 
potential of a non-active biological membrane2. 30mC/cm per 1/10th of a ltr and per 
second furthermore is the transport capacity of the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase3. These 
enzymes short-circuit the imaginary membrane potential with a cation current. The 
short-circuit of an imaginary current (sec/C) with a real potential C generates a 
quasi RC-circuit with imaginary time constant of one sec3. Hence our notion of the 
second as unit of time is an anthropic notion. It is an imaginary unit of time, which 
is brought to us by protein activity.  
 
The energy of water molecules is choked in the surface and choking energy is a 
characteristic of an electrical choke coil (fig.'s 2b, 4a). Choking of imaginary 
bonding activity determines protein replication in the nucleosome igi interface of the 

genome also. The genome is composed of millions 
of these nucleosomes in series and here we show 
that the nucleosome is designed as an electrical 
coil to choke the imaginary positive ∆H+ bonding 
currents in ice with negative RNA current. The 
number of coils in the nucleosome is 1.65/10-

6mtr. In ice this number is equivalent with a 
current of 1.65mtr/C (10x Faraday because ∆H+ 
string capacitance is converted into RNA- 
current in the coil). When the nucleosome indeed 
is a choke coil this current should be 
proportional with the RNA current in the coil. A 
small change in RNA current furthermore is 
inversed proportional with the change in volume 
of the coil per cm2 (fig.3) and the volume/current 
relationship in the nucleosome becomes 
logarithmic upon anthropic intervention (fig.'s 
2a,6a). The value of the natural logarithm of the 
current in the nucleosome ln(1.65) appears to be  



0.50 exactly  and therefore the RNA current in the nucleosome coil indeed is 
proportional with number of coils. The figure indicates that one strand of the 
genome is occupied by RNA-current, while the counter strand is occupied by a 
volume of H2Oice ice. The nucleosome furthermore contains an imaginary space of 
1022 ∆H+ bonding units (DNA is famous for its bonding activity) and the calculus 
shows that indeed a DNA stretch of 22 DNA molecules, behaving as imaginary 
space, should be present in the genome. This is underscored by the notion that 
numerous stretches of 22RNA nucleotides can be found in any biological cell4. The 
logarithmic value 10log1022 =22 represents the phase shift from DNA bonding-string 
capacitance to RNA current in a volume of 0.1ltr. The gas constant, 8.314Joule/ltr 
furthermore is reduced 10-fold in the current-space of the nucleosome, and 30-fold 
in the ice space, as expected (fig.6b). The gas constant however is not exactly 
0.8314Joule/ltr. A choke coil only chokes alternating current, indicating that 98.4% 
of the proteins are degraded immediately upon reconstitution in a protein circuit 
with irrational 'RC-time constant' of one second. These proteins therefore are 
irrational regulatory proteins. Only 1.6% of the protein information sent to the 
genome surface (hologram) as DC bonding strings end up as stable, constituting 
proteins. Thus, 98.4% of all biological activity (including mankind) is irrational 
(imaginary) while only 1.6% is rational. The energy ratio of stable protein and 
production is 40%/60% in this entirely anthropic process. Thus global ice formation 
is directly related to biological activity, indicating that exhaustion of the natural 
resources will not be without consequences for the global ice pool.  
 
The result of anthropic interaction between biological activity and string physics 
suggests that man is more than nothing (-98%). Biological activity, for example 
mankind, is almost an illusion that is opting for imaginary energy (98%) by proteins 
(fig.6). The inflation of 1.6% real protein energy is causing the increase of energy in 
the natural resources and the increase of anti-energy in ice. Proteins carrying ∆H 
bonding string current as mtr/C are responsible for this global energy management. 
Proteins are also responsible for the irrational, anthropic sentiments like time and 
gravity. The latter becomes clear when it is realized that irrational biological 
potential energy is generated per second in an irrational vacuum-space of 1/10th of 
an ltr (100cm3)5, while imaginary proton quanta are looping through the surface of 
1cm2 (fig.'s 2,6). These figures strongly suggest that the potential energy of all 
biological activity ends when matter is restored to its original volume at an 
acceleration rate of 100cm3/cm2.sec.sec. This value, 10mtr/sec2, is in close agreement 
with the natural gravity constant. It suggests that protein reconstitution proceeds in 
the absence of gravity12, and as such is the sensation of constant proceeding time an 
anthropic principle inherent to all kind of biological activity.    
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